LOCAL SERVICES PROVIDED BY THINK POLAND TO FOREIGN STUDENTS STUDYING IN POLAND

Think Poland is one of the biggest programs of this kind in the country, joining promotional marketing with effective student recruitment. In November 2011 the company was awarded the title of “Entrepreneurship Leader of the year 2011”, the award given annually to a few companies in Poland for outstanding achievements in the field of entrepreneurship, innovation and competitiveness in domestic and foreign markets.

Think Poland can offer foreign students studying in Poland comprehensive professional services provided through Think Poland’s offices or service points in many academic cities across the country. In Warsaw Think Poland’s headquarters are located in the prestigious location, within the Warsaw University Library. Additionally, Think Poland is an exclusive official partner of ESN (Erasmus Student Network) Polska, which means that foreign students can rely on 33 student support points located in all main academic cities in Poland. Thus, we are able to provide high-quality services for foreign students, no matter in which Polish city they choose to study.

Students arriving in Poland can count on Think Poland’s consultants throughout their stay from the very beginning, when they arrive in the country till they graduate from a Polish university and decide to leave or move somewhere else.

The services include:

- airport or train station pick-up (by car) as well as planning the trip on the territory of Poland if necessary,
- assistance with temporary and permanent accommodation search (hostels, flats/student dormitories),
city orientation, instructions on public transport use,
ability to use correspondence address of one of Think Poland’s offices,
ability to use Internet in one of Think Poland’s offices,
help with organizing/extending temporary stay card,
special prices for translation services,
organized regularly events to make students feel better in the country (eg recently held “Turkish Day” whose main attraction was Think Poland’s bowling cup),
emergency 24-hour contact,
and many more.

It is possible for Think Poland to provide the above services in Turkish, English, Spanish, Russian, Ukrainian and Italian languages thanks to multilingual staff.